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Crystal structuresof lizardite-IT andlizardite-2Hl from Coli, Italy
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Ansrnrcr
The occurrenceof lizardite-|T andlizardite-2HI from Coli, Italy, is reported. The two
polytypes can be identified by their morphology. The 1T polytype occurs as truncated
trigonal pyramids and the 2H1 polytype as truncated hexagonalpyramids or hexagonal
plates.Lizardite-1Zhas the composition(Mgr.rrFe.oTAlooexsir
andlizare4Alo.o6)Os(OH)0,
dite-2HI has the composition(Mgr rrFeoorAlo,o)(Si,
e3Alo
or)O5(OH)4.
Unit-cell parametersare a:5.325(5), c :7.259(7) A, spacegroupP3lm, and a:
5.318(4),c : 14.541(7)A, spacegroupP6rcm for the lT and 2Hl polytypes,respectively.
The crystal structures of the two polytypes have been refined to R : 0.074 and0.024
(1T and 2Hl, rcspectively). Whereas the tetrahedral-octahedrallayer exhibits negative
ditrigonalization in the .lT structure (o : - 1.7'), positive distortion (ot: +6.4) occurs in
the 2HI structure. This pattern fits the existing predictions about the layer configurations
within the diferent polytypes of lizardite.

INrnonucrroN
Lizardite, ideally MgrSirO,(OH)o,is the flat-layer serpentine polymorph (Wicks and Whittaker, t9Z3). he
earliest attempts to refine its crystal structure (Rucklidge
and Zussman,1965;Krstanovic, 1968)wereconsiderably
hamperedby the disorder that commonly occurs in thesl
crystals. A full three-dimensional refinement was available only recently, following the discovery of well-crystallized lizafiite- IT in Val Sissone(Mellini, I 982).
Real trigonal symmetry and quite simple structural arrangementswere the most important resultsof that study.
In fact, lizardite-lT from Val Sissoneclosely approaches
the idealized geometry of the serpentine layer, with no
bucklingoftheatomicplanes(WicksandWhittaker, 1975;
Krstanovic, 1980). Controversy over the nature of the
unsubstituted (i.e., Mg end-member) lizardite structure
was perhaps still possible,in that the results obtained by
Mellini (1982) might be in part attributed to the particular Al-rich composition of his specimen.However, the
feasibility of a simple arrangementwithout buckling was
demonstrated from geometric considerations by Bish
(1981) and later by Wicks and Hawthorne (1986) who
used Mellini's (1982) results to model the end-member
lizardite structure by distance least-squaresrefinement
(Baerlocheret al., 1977).They found that the octahedral
and tetrahedral sheets can be linked together without
buckling.
A new occurrenceoflizardite is herein reported (from
Coli, Italy). Both the 1?"and the 2H I polytypeshave been
identified as discretecrystalswith diferent morphologies.
The chemical substitutions are lower than in the Val Sissone specimen. Therefore these new data are useful to
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demonstrate the efect of different compositions within
the same polytypic sequenceand the effect of different
stacking sequencesin isochemical crystals.

OccunnnNcE AND PROPERTIES
Well-crystallizedlizardite occurs in the ophiolite complex of Monte dei Tre Abati, Coli, Italy (Boscardinet al.,
1982).Gray-ereenserpentiniteswere formed by lory-grade
metamorphic reactions under high water pressure.Chlorite, antigorite, chrysotile, lizardite, and magnetiteare the
most abundant replacement minerals. Lizardite occurs
together with calcite as a massive filling of veins, several
meters long and a few centimeters thick. I-ight-green lizardite crystals with dimensions smaller than I mm are
common within the fissuresof the veins. Boscardin et al.
(1982) observedboth trigonal and hexagonalvarieties of
lizardite crystals.X-ray single-crystaldiffraction patterns
taken from severalcrystalshave now shown conclusively
that thesetwo varieties correspondto two diferent polytypes. Lizardite-llcrystallizes as trigonal truncated pyramids, and lizardite-2Hl as hexagonaltruncated pyramids or hexagonal plates (Fig. l). Although rhe 2Hl
polytype has been observed already by electron diffraction (Litsarev et al., 1984), this is the first time that ordered, discretelizardile 2Hl crystalshave been reported.
The two polytypes are found within the same vein and,
although they do not occur in contact with one another,
they probably crystallized under common conditions.
The chemical data (Table 1) were collectedon a Philips
microscope,equippedwith an EDAX
501 scanning-electron
9100/60 energy-dispersiveanalyzer, on the same crystal
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I

Fig. I . Microphotographs of lizardite fiom Coli: (a) lizatdite- 1T; (b) lizafiite-2H I .

fragments later used for the structure refinements, using er separation along [001] greater than the Val Sissone
silicate minerals as standards.No chemical heterogeneity specimen.This feature is related to the lower Al content
was observed within the grains. The water values were (Chernovsky, I 975), which has the effectof decreasingH
computed by assumingtwo water moleculesper formula bonding acrossthe interlayer zone and allows a progresunit, and the oxide sum was normalized to 100 wt0/0. sively increasinginterlayer distance to develop (Mellini,
The chemical formula for the 17 polytype, (Mgr rrFeoo'- 1982). The 2Hl polytype from Coli is slightly expanded
Alooe)":2e8(Si,
does not differ much along [001] with respectto the isochemical lT polytype
e4Alood)":2o.Or(OH).,
from the formula for the 2HI polytype, (Mgrrr- from the sameoccurrence.However, the volume per forFeoorAlo.,o)":2
ooos(OH)..Comparison mula unit remains almost constant, as a and c vary in
e8(Sir
e3Alo
o?)r-2
with the Val Sissone lizardile-l7|, (Mgr,rFefr.doFefl1o-opposite sense(Table 2).
shows less chemical
A10o?)r-3.00(SirE3Al0
17)2:2.oOr(OH)o,
SrnucrunB REFINEMENTS
substitution for the Coli specimens,which approach the
were gathered using MoKa radiation (tr :
data
Intensity
end-member composition especially for the tetrahedral
cations. Both lizardite-IT and lizardrte-2Hl from Coli 0.71069 A; aom a trigonal plate 0.2 mm on edgeand
produce very sharp diffraction spots, with rare streaking 0. I mm thick and from a hexagonalplate 0. 15 mm on
or diffirseness.The Laue symmetry is 3rn for the lT poly- edgeand 0.1 mm thick for lizardite-1Z and lizardite-2H I
typeand6/mmmfor the 2H1 polytype, with no systematic respectively.A total of 845 and 1652 symmetry-related
reflectionswere measuredfor the lT and 2Hl polytypes,
extinctions in lizardite-1T and hfr\l present for / :
2n in lizardite-2H I . Symmetries,morphologies,and sys- respectively,in the range 2-30' 0. Collection parameters,
tematic extinctions are in agreementwith the spacegroups data reduction, and absorption-correction procedureswere
applied as describedby Mellini (1982). The independent
of the ideal polytypes,P3 | m and P 6rcm for I T and 2H l,
reflections were 293 (17) and 366 (2Hl), with discreprespectively.
The unit-cell parameters(Table 2) were determined us- ancy factors among symmetry-related reflections R""- of
ing the r-nr routine of the Philips PWI 100 single-crystal 0.086 and 0.024, respectively. Structure refinement was
difractometer. Both the Coli polytypes have layer-to-lay- performed starting from the idealized structure models,

TeelE 1. Chemicaldata for lizarditefrom Coli

Wto/o
Mgo
FeO
Alros

sio,
HrO

40.69
1.81
2.79
41.80
12.90

Atomic
ratio

2.82
0.07
0.15
1.94
4.00

Wto/.

40.93
1.30
3.16
41.68
12.93

2. Latticeparameters1A;and unit-cellvolumes(A3)for
TABLE
fromVal SissoneandColi
lizardite

Atomic
ratio

Lizardite-lT
Val Sissone

2.83
0.05
0.17
1.93
4.00

5.332(s)
7.233(7)
178.1 (5)

Lizardite-t f
Coli

s.325(5)
7 259(7)
178.3 (5)

Note.'The esd's are in parentheses.

Lizadile-2Hl
Coli

5.318(4)
14.s41(71: 7.270x 2
356.2 (5): 178.1x 2
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Tnere3. Finalatomicpositionalandthermalparameters
for lizardite1f andlizardite-2Hlfrom Coli
Z

Si
Mg

o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
H(3)
H(4)
Si
Mg

o(1)
o(2)
o(3)
o(4)
H(3)
H(4)

t/3

0.3322(5)

4s
0

VJ
0.5045(11)
0.6655(1
2)
0
0.s80(7)
0

2/3

Vs
0 3324(3)
V3
0.4838(7)
0.6657(5)
0
0.620(5)
0

4s
0

0
0
0
0
0

2/3

0
0
0
0
0

0.0748(1
3)
0.4557(12\
0.2920
-0.0082(1
6)
0.5899(1
5)
0.3080(1
7)
0.738(7)
0.200(7)
0.0360
0.2266(1
)
0.1462(2)
-0.0047(2)
o.2934(2)
0.1502(3)
0.36s(4)
0.081(2)

Ufi

U",

Us

Lizardite7f
6(8)
6(8)
28(10)
31(12)
-60(1e)
-60(19)
147(271
76(28)
109(25)
127(30)
84(27)
84(27)
u:0.022(71
u:0.023(7)
Lizardite-2H1
53(3)
53(3)
58(4)
56(6)
62(8)
62(8)
90(10)
75(11)
sl(8)
77(11)
84(11)
84(11)
u: 0.048(5)
u: 0.030(5)

UB

Ur"

234(15)
242(14l405(44)
147(251
257(35)
108(37)

0
0
0
0
0

0
26(9)
0
-45(27)
28(22)
0

72(5)
12 1 ( 5 )
83(12)
137(10)
111(12)
88(17)

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
4(s)
0
39(16)
17(13)
0

U,,
3(4)
16(6)
-30(10)
38(14)
64(15)
42(14)

26(1)
28(3)
31(4)
38{6)
38(6)
42(6)

Nofe; Anisotropicthermal factors ( x 10) are in the form expf-272(>>t hhFi ai Uil. Esd's in parentheses.The negativelydefined
ellipsoidfor the O(1)atom in lizardite-7fis likelydue to stackinofaults.

the H atoms were located by AF Fourier syntheses,and
Srnucrunp DESCRTPTToN
anisotropic thermal motion was used for all the atoms
The structurerefinementsof lizardite-lT andlizardrteapart from the H atoms. Final R discrepancyfactors were
2HI from Coli are in excellent agreementwith many of
0.074 for the 1T polytype and 0.024 for the 2HI polythe results obtained for lizardite-|T from Val Sissone.
type. The atomic positional parametersand temperature
First ofall, nearly ideal l:l tetrahedral-octahedrallayers
factors are given in Table 3.Lizardite-lTfrom Coli exwith well-defined trigonal symmetries occur in the three
hibits a pronouncedanisotropic thermal ellipsoid, strongstructures (see Fig. 2 in Mellini, 1982). Buckling is reIy elongatedalong [001]. Most probably this is the result
stricted to the O(l) and O(4) atoms, as required by the
of disorder rather than actual motion and is related to
symmetry restrictions. The independent atoms (O)l and
the slightly worse quality of the Coli lizardite-,lZcrystal
0(4) ditrer in z height by 0.064 A in hzardite-1Z from
relative to that of the Val Sissonelizardite-IT or to the
Val Sissone,by 0.116 A in fizardite-1Zfrom Coli, and
Coli lizardite-2HL. Observed and calculated structureby 0.058 A in fizardite-2H] from Coli. The main strucfactor amplitudes are reported in Table 4.'
tural differences depend on the different stacking operators; whereasdirect overlap ofadjacent T-O layersoccurs
in the I ?"polytype, 60' rotation relatesadjacent layers in
I To obtain a copy of Table 4, order Document AM-87-352
from the BusinessOfrce, MineralogicalSocietyof America, 1625 the 2Hl polytype (Fie. 2). Owing to the small ditrigonal
I Street,N.W., Suite 414, Washington,D.C. 20006, U.S.A. please distortion (a is - I .7oand * 6.4' in the I f and 2H I polyremit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
types, respectively), the tetrahedral sheets of the two

TABLE5. Selected interatomic distances (A) and calculated bond strengths (valenceunits) in lizardite
Lizardite-t f
Val Sissone

si-o(1)
-o(2)
avg.Si-O
Mg-o(3)
-o(3)
-o(4)
-o(1)
avg.Mg-O
o(3FH(3)
o(4)-H(4)
o(2). o(3)

Lizardile-l7
Coli

Lizardite-2H1
Coli

Bond length

Bond strength

Bond length

Bond strength

Bondlength

Bondstrength

1.616(5)
x 3
1.646(3)
1.639
2.021(5)
2.026(slx 2
2.082(5)
x2
2.121(3)
2.067
0.84(6)
0.79(6)
3.03(1)

1. 0 1 6
0.939x 3
>4 :3.833
0.389
0.386x 2
0.343
0.316x 2
2a":2.136

1.577(1
0)
x 3
1.651(2)
1.632
2.024(7)
x 2
2.O25(71
2.06e(6)
x 2
2.139(5)
2.070
1.16(5)
0.81(5)
3.04(1)

1.128
0.927x 3
>4 : 3.908
0.387
0.386x 2
0.352
0.305x 2
>4:2.134

1.602(3)
x 3
1.648(1)
1.636
2.021(3)
2.021(3)x 2
2.087(3)
2.125(2)x 2
2.067
1.07(5)
1.01(2)
3.09(1)

1.055
0.934x 3
>4:3.857
0.389
0.389x 2
0.339
0.314x 2
>4:2.134
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a

Fig. 3. Schematicrepresentationof(a) negative and (b) positive ditrigonal distortion in the T-O layer of lizardite. Opposite
movement of the bridging oxygen atoms is shown, away from
and toward the octahedralcations of the samelayer, respectively.

e

b

Fig.2. The crystal structure of lizardite, as seenalong [110]:
(a) 1polytype; (b) 2H1 polytype.Octahedraare lined, tetrahedra are shaded,and H bonds are schematicallyindicated.
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structuresare similar. The main difference occurs in the
2Hl polytype in which O(3)-H(3) hydroxyl groups exchangetheir positions from layer to layer.
Selectedbond lengthsare reported in Table 5, together
with the correspondingbond strengths(calculatedfor the
idealized serpentinecomposition following the procedure
of Brown and Wu, 1976).Very minor modifications affect
the bond lengths from structure to structure. The octahedral size is almost constant, whereas the averagetetrahedral size decreaseswith decreasingAl content. The
most sensitiveparameteris the short Si-O(l) bond length,
that rangesfrom 1.6l6 to 1.577A. lt is dubious,however,
whether this is an actual variation in bond distanceor an
artifact arising from the strongly anisotropic thermal ellipsoids that are elongatedparallel to [001], the Si-O(l)
bond direction.
The six-memberedtetrahedralring of the layer silicates
is usually distorted to a ditrigonal configuration (Mellini,
1982). In this way, the tetrahedral net is able to provide
the best position for H bonding between adjacent layers.
The rotation angle (a) may assumepositive or negative
values dependingon whether the bridging oxygenmoves
toward or away from the octahedral cations of the same
T-O layer (Fig. 3). The alternative convention by Franzini (1969) denotedpositively or negativelydistorted layersasA or B layers,respectively.Mellini (1982)proposed
that the polytypes of lizardite with 60. rotation from layer
to layer should be characterizedby the occurrenceofA
layers, whereas B layers should be present in polytypes
with no such rotation within the stacking operator. This
hypothesis was based on the few available data and on
the assumption that the formation of the best possible
interlayer H bonding might control the movement of the
bridging oxygenatoms. This prediction is fulfilled in the
caseof Coli polytypes. The /I structure is still characterized by the occurrenceofB layersas in the Val Sissone
lizardite- I T. In contrast, A layers (a : + 6.4) occur in the
2H1 polytype, as required by the presenceof60" rotation
within the stacking operator. The occurrenceofpositive
ditrigonalization in slightly substituted Coli lizardite-2H I
conflicts with the CNDO/2 molecular-orbital calculations
by Petersonetal.,1979. Accordingto theseauthors,only
negative d values are to be expected when the average
Si-O distanceis 1.62 A, whereaspositive and negative a
values may occur for more substituted tetrahedra. Most
probably the disagreementarises becausethe CNDO/2
model used for the calculations does not account for interlayer effects. The possible effect of nearest-neighbor
interactions between adjacent layers may be found also
in the magnitudes of distortion. Whereas the Coli 1Z
polytype has a lower than in the Val Sissone17 specimen, the isochemical Coli 2Hl polytype, with a different
stacking sequence,shows greater a distortion. At the same
time, the 2HI polytype exhibits H-bonding connections
weaker than in the polytype, as shown both by the expanded basal spacing (Table 2) and by the longer
O(2). ..O(3) distance(Table 5).
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Drscussrox AND coNclusroNs
The usual disorder found in the serpentine minerals
depends on several factors. One of them is to be found
in the low crystallization temperatureand in the absence
of important annealing phenomena under the usual formation conditions. A secondone is well documented in
the literature(Wicks and Whittaker, 1975)and arisesfrom
the ill-fitting dimensions of pure Mg and Si octahedral
and tetrahedral layers.A third factor is the occurrenceof
a bidimensional net of chemical bonds with no strong
link along the third direction. All these factors allow for
the easy occurence of many possible defects(e.g.,small
crystal size, easy deformability and bending, stacking
faults, intergrowth of different structures).However, crystalline lizardite does exist and, as shown by the new occurrenceat Coli, offers a wealth of information about the
actual structural arrangements.Data obtained from poorly crystalline material must be consideredwith suspicion
and should not be usedto define the details of the crystalchemical principles and the structural arrangementsof
serpentine.In particular, both the experimental structural
determinations (Mellini, 1982; this work) and theoretical
modeling (Bish, l98l; Wicks and Hawthorne, i986) do
not show any buckling of the atomic planes in lizardite.
The individual layers show trigonal symmetry, with ditrigonal distortion depending largely upon interlayer effects, either as regardsdirection and magnitude. The interlayer effectsarise mostly by H bonding, and H bonding
is favored by heterovalent chemical substitutions.
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